
Let’s work together, 
digitally

Defence Secure HPC. 
Our pilot HPC and our soon to be commissioned 
Supercomputer specifically designed for secure Defence 
computational workloads.

Science Research Cloud Environment (SRCE).
A highly flexible secure private cloud optimised for 
scientific applications.

Research Data.
Management and storage of large research data sets, 
with high speed access for computational analysis.

Digitally enabled labs. 
Physical and virtual research labs purpose designed to 
suit the research project.

Computational and Data Science Expertise. 
Defence experts in scientific workflow, code 
optimisation, benchmarking, computation, visualisation

To do this we need to be able to collaborate digitally, while ensuring 
the security of our information is maintained.

The More, together strategy sees us working closely 
to embark on innovative ventures, test concepts and 
explore what is possible.

On our network you can access our powerful research 
infrastructure:

Ways to connect:

I want to…
Meet and share files 
securely

Collaborate on a 
research problem

Use Defence’s 
research 
infrastructure

Connect and share 
research 
infrastructure

Solution GovTeams GovTeams Compute Cloud DREAMS
Direct connectivity to, or 
working from, Defence sites

Why you would 
use it

Secure set of collaboration tools 
to support video conferencing, 
chat, document sharing and 
more. Supports information at 
OFFICIAL and 
OFFICIAL:Sensitive levels.

Collaborate on software 
development, modelling and 
simulation, and other 
computational processing 
needs. Supports information 
at OFFICIAL and 
OFFICIAL:Sensitive levels.

Access our programs, share 
files, and use our research 
infrastructure, remotely, 
through the Defence 
Protected Network (DPN). 
Supports information at 
OFFICIAL, OFFICIAL:Sensitive
and PROTECTED levels.

Work from any of our sites, or 
use  your infrastructure to 
work on Defence projects. Or 
conduct research digitally on a 
greater scale, outside of 
Defence. Direct connectivity
will provide you access to 
Defence’s Protected or Secret 
Digital Research 
Infrastructure. 

How you 
access it

You will need to be invited into 
and provided access to 
GovTeams groups by a Defence 
Sponsor.

More information coming 
soon.

From outside of Defence, 
using your existing
technology.

From outside Defence, using 
your accredited physical and 
digital infrastructure, or 
Defence provided Protected or 
Secret infrastructure.

Requirements
Office 365 and Microsoft 
Teams.

More information coming 
soon.

Defence Industry Security 
Program (DISP) membership 
and DSTG sponsorship.

DISP membership and either 
Defence infrastructure or
accreditation of your 
infrastructure.

Status

Available now. Ask your 
Defence research partner to 
send you an invitation.

Currently working with 
Department of Finance and 
Microsoft to develop. Register 
your interest here.

Available now. Ask your 
Defence research partner to 
initiate sponsorship for your 
access.

Defence provided 
infrastructure available now. 
Connecting your infrastructure
in development. Register your 
interest here.
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